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What Even Is
Organic?
"Organic farming" is a loaded set of words. What does

substances. Another definition of organic that Merriam-

organic even mean? The USDA Natural Resources

Webster provides is "having the characteristics of an

Conservation Service defines organic farming like this:

organism: developing in the manner of a living plant or

“Organic farming is an ecologically-based system that

animal." This is very different definition but essentially, what all

relies on preventative practices for weed, insect, and

three are pointing to is that maybe organic incorporates

disease problems; uses non-toxic methods to manage

something natural. It is referring to things that are natural--no

problems if they arise; and improves the natural resources

chemically-formulated substances, things having the

of the land, including soil and water quality.” This sounds

characteristics of a living, growing plant or animal as it is

pretty good, right? The Merriam-Webster dictionary has

mean to be and is by nature.

several definitions. One option defines organic as "of,

So how do you define organic? Is it all that the USDA and

relating to, yielding, or involving the use of food produced

Merriam-Webster say it is and nothing more? Is it a whole lot

with the use of feed or fertilizer of plant or animal origin

more? What does it mean to your neighbor? You will likely

without employment of chemically-formulated fertilizers,

have different answers!

growth stimulants, antibiotics, or pesticides." Well, that's a

What small organic farmers say is the definition of organic is

mouthful. But you get the gist--no food produced with feed

typically very different from what the USDA says, and it is

or fertilizer that was produced with chemically-formulated

almost always a much more complex and wholistic answer.

The USDA's version of organic is much like the first definition we shared from the Merriam-Webster dictionary--no chemicallyformulated substances. There is, of course, much more to it for both the USDA and especially for organic farmers who desire
to take a more wholistic and in-depth approach to farming, like us at Capay Hills Orchard, but no synthetic substances is a
big part of it. The USDA's definition of organic, since it is less wholistic, allows for CAFOs (concentrated animal feeding
operations) and hydroponics. Would you consider these farming practices to be organic?
Now, we are intentionally not sharing our own definition of organic in this particular article because the last article in this
newsletter will dive into a definition of organic provided by the Real Organic Project, an emergent grassroots movement that
Capay Hills Orchard is a part of because we also espouse their definition of organic. Before we jump down to that article,
however, we're going to talk about one of the farming practices that may help demonstrate our definition of organic.

Covering the
Bases
The pictures to the right display our annual cover crop in
its March-time glory, shortly after the almond bloom
period has ended (if you look closely you can still see a
few blossoms in the mixture of young leaves and bare
branches). Growing a cover crop each winter has been a
yearly practice at Capay Hills Orchard for 6 years now.

mustard and radish are able to grow deep into the soil and

Our first cover crop was planted in December of 2014

break it up at a greater depth than many other plants can.

and included nitrogen-fixing plants like radish, vetch, and

Plants like vetch have a shallow, hairy-like root system that do

clover. Now mustard has become a regular addition, in

a better job of improving soil stability and structure, which

both yellow and white varieties.

helps prevent erosion during winter rains. Both root systems

Almond trees need a lot of nitrogen in their soil matter, so

help aerate, or create air spaces in, the soil and they improve

one of the benefits a cover crop provides is returning

water infiltration in the soil.

nitrogen to the soil. A key component of making sure this

A last benefit the cover crop provides is by increasing the

nitrogen is returned to the soil and not returned to the

availability of forage for bees. The cover crop we plant is

same plant during seed production time is mowing the

strategically chosen to extend the forage time for bees, since

cover crop when the plants are "going to seed" or by

the cover crop blooms after our almond trees and before our

introducing sheep to eat the cover crop and turn it into

stone fruit trees. Research has also shown that bee "colonies

manure, which is what we prefer to do at our orchard. It

reared in pollen-limited conditions produce workers that

has been learned recently that planting a cover crop high

forage less often and are less efficient at communicating,

in legumes (such as peas, vetch, and clover) can add 80

which could have a significant impact on yield."

lb. of nitrogen per acre to the soil each year!

It is very clear from scientific research, the testimony of many

A cover crop is also beneficial for helping break up soil

farmers, and the evidence of improved crop yields and soil

compacted by heavy equipment frequently driving

quality, that cover crops provide incredible benefits for

through the orchard. We do not have a lot of heavy

almond orchards (and other kinds of farms). There is no doubt

equipment driving through our orchard, even during

that feeding the soil, caring for the soil, and providing for the

harvest time (compared to most orchards). However, soil

other creatures that are also part of the orchard ecosystem

compaction can still be a real problem for all farmers and

really is a wholistic approach to farming that has proven

it still provides benefits for us! The strong taproots of

benefits in far more ways than one.

Real Organic
Project
So what does organic mean at Capay Hills Orchard? In the fall of 2020 we joined a nation-wide, farmer-led grassroots
movement that is working to support farmers who take a more complex and wholistic approach to farming organic. This
movement is called the Real Organic Project. Just this January they held a virtual symposium which we attended. A couple
of the topics were "What is the Real Organic Project?" and "What Is Soil Health?". To briefly answer those questions here is
what the ROP website (https://www.realorganicproject.org/) shares: "Our mission is to grow people’s understanding of
foundational organic values and practices; crops grown in soil and livestock raised on pasture are fundamental to organic
farming. Our first goal is to create an add-on label to USDA-certified organic to provide more transparency on organic
farming practices." Farmers like us at Capay Hills Orchard desire a deeper definition, one that does not allow for things like
CAFOs and hydroponics and one that truly places an emphasis on caring for the whole plant and its ecosystem, not just the
nuts that come from the plant. When you care for the whole entity, the product that results will naturally increase in quantity
and quality! Here is one of our favorite quotes from the Real Organic Project's Symposium. This is from the USDA Report
and Recommendations on Organic Farming: "Soil quality and balance, i.e., soil with proper levels of organic matter,
bacterial and biological activity, trace elements and other nutrients, are essential to the long-term future of agriculture.
Feed the soil, not the plant. Healthy plants, animals, and humans result from balanced, biologically-active soil. " Yes, this is
it! Organic farming--held to its core definition--is a wholistic approach to caring not only for the plant, but for the entire
ecosystem involved in its growth and production (i.e., the soil, as well as other plants and animals in the ecosystem), as well
as the ecosystem involved in its consumption ... you! The USDA definition of organic has been found to be lacking by many
organic farmers, in particular when it comes to organic farm inspections and the fact that CAFOs and hydroponics are
allowed. The Real Organic Project is working to provide an even greater level of accountability and stewardship to that
"certified organic" label you see in marketplaces, so that eventually you can comfortably buy an ROP-labeled product
knowing that the farmer who produced that food truly cares for you and for the environment. And now we are part of that!

